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Abstract

Broad-coverage precision grammar and constraint-based lexicon development for deep
linguistic processing is a research-intensive area with several potential applications.
Amidst the vast literature on formal linguistic theory, Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) has a unique position, since it combines the best features of the con-
temporary approaches as well as establishes an integrated framework for cross-layer
representation of linguistic objects comprising phonology, morphology, syntax, seman-
tics, pragmatics and discourse. In spite of being a successful syntactic theory in many
respects, HPSG has inadequate coverage for morphological constructions, especially
for nonconcatenative morphology, which is prominent in the Semitic languages such as
Arabic, Hebrew, etc. Moreover, there is very few HPSG analysis of Arabic morpholog-
ical, syntactic and semantic features. Arabic is the best instance of nonconcatenative
morphology among the living languages. Arabic verb system shows a rich morphology,
capable of lexically expressing diverse syntactic and semantic phenomena. Formalisms
of existing morphological analyzers for Arabic cannot capture this higher layer diver-
sity due to a lack of mathematical rigor and expressiveness. In this thesis, we extend the
HPSG framework to support rich nonconcatenative morphology of Arabic verbs. We
present HPSG analysis of the agency of Arabic passives and reflexives as well as mor-
phologically complex predication of causatives in accordance with the existing analysis
in other languages.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Natural languages processing is an inter-disciplinary field of research where several well
established branches of knowledge such as artificial intelligence, linguistics, mathemat-
ics and philosophy just to name a few, conjoined to answer some of the most difficult
questions ever posed to mankind. Here a complete success will result in the ability
to emulate cognitive capabilities at such a level that we can have artifacts which will
understand human conversations, communicate linguistically and also pass the famous
Turing-test. Even a partial success will help us in several practical applications, namely
machine translation, natural language interfaces to computer systems, speech recogni-
tion, text to speech generation, automatic summarization, e-mail filtering, intelligent
search engines and many more.

Broad-coverage precision grammar and computational lexicon development [1-7]
for deep linguistic processing [8] is a research-intensive area with several potential ap-
plications [8-10]. Amidst the vast literature on formal linguistic theory [11], Head-
driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) [12] has a unique position since it combines
the best features of the contemporary approaches as well as establishes an integrated
framework for cross-layer representation comprising phonology, morphology, syntax,
semantics, pragmatics and discourse. In spite of being a successful syntactic theory in
many respects, HPSG has inadequate coverage for morphological constructions [13],
especially for nonconcatenative morphology [14,15], which is prominent in the Semitic
languages such as Arabic, Hebrew, etc. Arabic verb system shows a rich nonconcatena-
tive templatic morphology, capable of lexically expressing diverse syntactic and seman-
tic phenomena. Formalisms of existing morphological analyzers [16-18] for Arabic are

9
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not powerful enough to capture this higher layer diversity.
This thesis focus on the following two objectives. First, we extend the HPSG frame-

work to support rich nonconcatenative templatic morphology. Second, we define the
first comprehensive HPSG-construction for the morphology of derivational and inflec-
tional paradigm of Arabic verbs based on sound root class, to the best of our knowledge
using our extension. This includes capturing several morpho-syntactic and semantic
features such as agreement, agency, subcategorization, event structure, complex predi-
cation and modality. Arabic is the best instance of nonconcatenative morphology among
living languages as well as 6th ranked language with approximately 422 million native
speakers. It is also the intellectual and liturgical language of the Islamic World.

The main results of this thesis are as follows:

I. We extend the HPSG framework to support rich nonconcatenative templatic mor-
phology. To support generic nonconcatenative morphology, the feature MORPH
in the attribute value matrix (AVM) of the HPSG Sign is modified. Three new
features, e.g., TYPE, ROOT and MEASURE have been added.

2. We define the first comprehensive HPSG-construction for the morphology of Ara-
bic verbal system using our extension, including the agency of Arabic passives
and reflexives as well as morphologically complex predication of causatives. Co-
indexing of semantic arguments is used to capture agency in Arabic passives and
reflexives. However, predicate constituent is used to capture the phenomena such
as event structure and modality. Finally, morphologically complex predicates e.g.,
causative constructions, are captured with a blend of predicate constituent and co-
indexing.

3. We construct an initial type hierarchy for an Arabic constraint-based lexicon. The
TYPE feature is used to denote the class of roots, which share a common deriva-
tional paradigm. The attributes governing derivational and inflectional paradigm
of an Arabic word are identified.

Some of these results are also presented in [32-34]. The thesis is organized as
follows.

Chapter 2 gives a background by explaining the basic ingredients and necessary
tools. It discusses about several linguistic topics ranging from morphology, syntax to
semantics. Next, it gives a brief introduction about HPSG, the mathematical theory of
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languages used in our thesis. Then it provides a sketch of Arabie grammar, mainly the
morphology associated to its rich word construction. Chapter 3 describes our contribu-
tion of the development of a generic structure of the attribute value matrix of an Arabie
verb. Next, it discuss about the introduced features and their implementation for various
Arabic verb form. Chapter 4 explains about the very rich agency in Arabie. It mainly
analyzes three types of agency construction; passive, causative and reflexive. Finally,
Chapter 5 gives the conclusion.



Chapter 2

Background

We discuss several topics in this chapter, which serve as a background of the rest of the
thesis. In the Section 2.1 we explain some linguistic background. Section 2.1.1 gives
an introduction of morphology, Section 2.1.2 gives an introduction of syntax and Sec-
tion 2.1.3 gives an introduction of semantics. Next, the Section 2.2 gives an overview of
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar. Finally, Section 2.3 gives a short introduction
of Arabic verbal morphology.

2.1 Linguistic Background

Language understanding is quite a complicated task. Many of the developed algorithms
are computationally intractable. Necessary knowledge for processing is enormous and
most stages of the process involves ambiguity. The whole process requires layered
information that can be summarized as follows:

• Phonology: Study of speech sound

• Morphology: Study of word formation

o Syntax: Study of sentence construction

• Semantics: Study of meaning

• Pragmatics: Study of situational context

• Discourse: Study of connected speech

12



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 13

In this thesis, we mainly focus on morphology, especially nonconeatenative mor-
phology, with its implication on syntax and semantics. For this reason we need to discus
some of the concepts related to the morphology, syntax and semantic layer. We took the
linguistic definitions from [31].

2.1.1 Morphology

Morphology deals with the study of the patterns of word formation in a particular lan-
guage, description of such patterns and the behavior and combination of morphemes.
It is difficult to define any linguistic object precisely, since they vary from language to
language. However, we can identify some properties of the concept word, which is a
grammatical unit and used as a minimal possible unit in a reply. Word boundaries im-
pose restrictions over the phonological stress. A word is the largest unit, which denies
the insertion of new constituents within its boundaries. It is also the smallest constituent
that can move within a sentence without making the sentence grammatically incorrect.

A morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit in the grammar of a language. The
word dogs consists of two morphemes: dog, and -0', a plural marker on nouns. A bound
morpheme is a grammatical unit that never occurs by itself, but always attached to some
other morpheme. Hence, the plural morpheme -s in dogs is a bound morpheme. A free
morpheme is a grammatical unit that can occur alone. However, other morphemes such
as affixes can attach to it. Here the word dog is a free morpheme.

We can form new words from existing ones by morph-syntaetic operations. There
are two kinds of morpho-syntactic operation, inflection and derivation: Inflectional
operations create forms that can be readily embedded in the sentence with discourse
compliance, whereas derivational operations create forms that cannot be necessarily
embedded in the sentence and which may still require inflectional operations before
they can be integrated into discourse. In the example,

(2.1) He speaks for people.

the word speak inflects to speaks. This represents the temporal aspect of the action to
the time of utterance as well as third-person, singular-number actor attributes. However,
in the example,

(2.2) There are many speaker.
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the word speaker cannot be readily integrated. Although, this word is derived from
speak, it needs to be inflected to speakers. Inflection does not change the lexical cate-
gory of the word and contribute syntactically constrained information, such as number,
gender, or aspect. However, derivation often changes the lexical category of the word
(e.g., speak is verb and speaker is noun) and contribute different lexical meaning.

In the previous examples, the bound morphemes -er and -s, which are joined after
the word ,peak, are called affix. A root is characterized, as the part of a word, which
is common to a set of derived or inflected forms, cannot be further analyzed into mean-

ingful units when all affixes are removed, and carries the principle portion of meaning
of the words. For example, speak is the root of the words speaks, spoke, spoken, speak-
ing, speaker, speakers, spokesman etc. There are two kinds of affixes, inflectional affix
and derivational affix. A derivational affix is an affix by means of which onc word is
derived from another. For example, -er of the word speaker is a derivational affix. An
inflectional affix is an affix by means of which one word is inflected from another. For
example, -s of the word speakers. Stem is a root with any derivational operation, to
which inflectional affixes are added. In our case, thc word speaker is a stem.

Morphology deals with two kinds of information. First, what information is encoded
by the morpheme. For example, we can take an Arabic word kataba - he wrote. In this
thesis, we use a romanized transliteration of Arabic alphabet from the Table 5.1. A

variety of information is encoded in this word and its other inflected or derived form.
Some are listed below:

• Agreement: y.:5' - kataba - he wrote. Person - 3rd, Number - Singular, Gender
- Masculine., Mood - Indicative.

• Event structure: d -kataba - he wrote. Tense - Past, Aspect - Perfect.

• Agency: ~ - kutiba - it was written. Voice - Passive.

, '
• llIocutionary force: ~\ - uktub - Write. Mode - Command.
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• Part-of-Speech: y l:f - kitaabun - a book. kataba - verb, kitaabu - noun.

• Definiteness: y~1- al-kitaabu - the book Determiner - Definite.

15

• Complex Predicate: ~ - kattaba - he made to write. Semantic relation _
Causation.

There are many more syntactic and semantic phenomena those can be expressed
using morphology. Second issue, with which morphology deals with, is how infor-
mation is encoded in the morpheme. Morpho-syntactic operations performed over the
morphemes come with two ftavors: concatenative and nonconcatenative .

• Concatenative operations are those where morphemes are linearly concatenated.
For example:

- Preftxation: Morphemes concatenated at the front, e.g., clear - unclear

- Suffixation: Morphemes concatenated at the back, e.g., walk - walked

- Circumfixation: Morphemes concatenated both at the front and back, e.g.,
mind - unmindfUL

• Nonconcatenative operations are those where morphemes are nonlinearly em-
bedded. For example:

Infixatiou: Root letter morphemes embedded at the middle, e,g., kataba _
kattaba

- Simulfixation: Front morpheme shifted to the back, e.g., eat - ate

- Modification: Middle vowel changed, e.g., man - men

- Suppletion: Whole stem changed, e.g., go - went

There are many other morpho-syntactic operations also. In this thesis, we mainly
focus on nonconcatenative operation as well as concatenative operation and give a math-
ematical formalism to capture their rich diversity.
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2.1.2 Syntax
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Syntax is the study of the rules of construction of phrases (including sentences). We
start with the notion of construction, which is an ordered arrangement of granunatical
units forming a larger unit. For examples in English,

• subject + verb + object - forms a clause

• preposition + noun - forms a prepositional phrase

There are many kinds of constructions such as, sentence, clause, direct/indircct
speech, elliptical, idiom, phrase and many more. We also consider stem and word as a
kind of lexical construction. A sentence is a grammatical unit that is composed of one
or more clauses. A clause is a grammatical unit that includes, at minimum, a predicate
and a explicit or implied subject, and expresses a proposition. A phrase is a syntactic
structure that consists of more than one word but lacks the subject-predicate organi-
zation of a clause. A head is a constituent of a headed construction that, if standing
alone, could perform the syntactic function of the whole construction. It may govern
the agreement of grammatical categories, such as person and number, or occurrence of
other constituents. The characteristics of a head is determined by its syntactic category.
A syntactic category is a set of words and/or phrases in a language which share a signif-
icant number of common characteristics. The classification is based on similar structure
and sameness of distribution (the structural relationships between these elements and
other items in a larger grammatical structure), and not on meaning. Among the major
syntactic categories there are phrasal syntactic categories like NP (noun phrase), VP
(verb phrase), PP (prepositional phrase) and lexical categories that serve as heads of
phrasal syntactic categories like noun, verb and others. For example a prepositional
phrase (PP) is a phrase that has a preposition as its head. The dcfinition is similar for
noun phrase (NF) and A verb phrase (VP).

A constituent is one of two or more grammatical units that enter syntactically or
morphologically into a construction at any level. For example, the sentence, He gave a
book to me yesterday. - contains the following constituents:

I. Immediate constituents: He, gave a book to me yesterday

2. Ultimate constituents: He, gave, a, book, to, me, yesterday
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There are several related, cross-cutting and sometimes confusing concepts related to
constituents. We explain the phenomena at syntactic leveL Syntactic constituents can
bc classified under syntactic category means the constituent head will be a noun, verb,
adjective, adverb, preposition or something like that. Constituents can perform syntac-
tic functions in the construction. A syntactic function is the grammatical relationship

of one constituent to another within a syntactic construction. There are various kinds

of syntactic functions such as subject, prcdicatc, objcct, complement, adjunct, modifier
and others.

A constituent performing the syntactic function of a complement has a phrasal or
clausal syntactic category and is subcategorized (selected) by the head of a phrase. A
selected, or subcategorized, phrase is obligatory, as contrasted with adjuncts, which
are, broadly defincd, an optional constitucnt of a construction. For instancc, the direct
object of a transitive verb is obligatory and therefore a complement, whereas adver-
bial modifiers are generally optional, and therefore non-complements. However, the
distinction is not always clear, particularly for oblique objects. An oblique object is a
grammatical relation proposed for a noun phrase clause constituent whose nature and
behavior are more readily describable in semantic terms than syntactic. Also, while the
subject of a clause is often considered a core argument of the verb, it is not normally
considered to be a complement. This is because in most languages, the subject appears
to be a clause-level constituent, rather than a constituent of the verb phrase. However, in
Arabic, subjects appear to be a complement of verbs along with the concept of hidden
pronoun. Different heads can have complements from different syntactic category, as
explained in following sentences:

• He eats rice. (direct object NP complement of the verb)

• He gave me the book. (indirect object NP complement of the verb)

• He put it on the desk. (obligatory locative complement PP of the verb)

• This problem seems very easy. (adjective phrase or AP complement of the verb)

• They doubted whether it was possible. (sentential complement of the verb)

• under the table (NP complement of a preposition)

• hard to understand (VP complement of an adjective)
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Depending on the count of required objects we classify verbs into different cate-
gories. For example, if a verb does not rcquire any object then it is called intransitive
verb. If a verb requires a direct object then it is called transitive verb. If a verb re-
quires both direct and indirect object then it is called ditransitive verb. Depending on
the argument optionality we can further classify verbs. For example, if an intransitive
verb can never take an argument, it is called strictly intransitive verb. In this way we
can also define transitive and ditransitive verbs with optional argument. Another type of
restriction that can be found in Arabic is dependent optionality. This phenomenon can
be seen in a ditransitive verb which can take two objects Dr leave both of them. It is not
possible to select anyone of them.

Constituents performing the role of a modifier in a headed construction restrict or
qualify some other constituents relating to the head of the construction. In the headed
construction the very hot soup, the constituents the and very hot are modifiers of soup,
the head of the construction. There is little distinction between modifier and adjunct,
since most of the modifiers are optional.

A grammatical category is a set of syntactic features that express meanings from the
same conceptual domain, occur in contrast to each other, and are typically expressed
in the same fashion. The term grammatical category has been used to cover a wide
variety of things, including what traditional grammars call parts of speech. Some di-
mensions of grammatical category are person, number, gender, definiteness, class, case,
tense, aspect, mood, voice, polarity, form, declination, transitivity and many more.

2.1.3 Semantics

Construction of an appropriate semantic representation for natural languages remains
one of the most difficult problems in the area of knowledge representation. There are
several proposals but none of them are accepted by everyone. This is indeed a very
hard problem due to its abstract nature. We look at two of the most important properties
required to define the semantics of a verb; first, its valence feature(i.e., the number of
basic arguments that it requires) and its thematic roles (i.e., the semantic roles played
by the basic arguments). Combining them we can find verb feature which is called the
argument structure of verb. To understand them we can take the following example,

(2.3) He broke the window with a hammer.
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In this example, the verb break requires two arguments: the subject He and the
object the window. Both the arguments are required because, if anyone of them are
missing, the sentence would be ungrammatical. But the following sentence is correct.

(2.4) He broke the window.

For the verb break, the semantic role of the subject is actor, and indicates the entity
responsible for the event. The semantic role of the object is undergoer, and indicates
the entity which experiences the state or change of state described by the verb. In other
words, the argument structure of the English verb break requires two arguments: the
first argument (i.e., the subject) must be a semantic agent, and the second argument
(i.e., the object) must be a semantic undergoer. Arguments required by a verb are called
core arguments.

The phrase with a hammer is what is called an oblique argument since it is not
essential for the sentence to be grammatical. It simply provides additional peripheral
information about what happened. In this sentence, it indicates the instrument of the
event.

Thematic roles are values such as actor, undergoer, soa, goal, etc, assigned to the
arguments of verbs and other predicates. They are used to give a semantic classification
of arguments and to express generalizations with regard to the syntactic realization of
arguments. We adopt the influential proposal of [25, 26] for our analysis. The proposal
is given within the framework of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) which
we use as our mathematical formalism. To be able to express generalizations on the-
matic roles, instead of specific thematic roles like eater, writer, player and others, [25]
uses proto-roles like actor, undergoer etc. Specific roles seem unnecessary for linking
with the syntactic arguments. In the Table 2.1, we give description of some proto-roles
used in our analysis.

Meaning of verbs are expressed using predicates which is a relation with semantic
roles as its argument. For example, in our example of the verb break, it introduces an
event predicate name break(breaker, broken). This is an example of an actor-undergoer
rclation.
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Table 2 I' Thematic role..
Proto-role attribute Entailments .

ACTOR Causally affects or influcnces other participant(s) or cvcnt(s).
Volitionally involved at the event.

Has a perception of other participant(s) in event or state.
Exerts forceful contact on other participant(s) in event.
Includes another participant in state or event.
Is superior compared to another participant.
Possesses another participant in state or event.

UNDGR Causally affected or influenced by another participant in event.
(Undergoer) Undergoes change of state in event.

Is an incremental theme in event.

Moves with respect to another participant in event.
SOA Is conceived of or perceived by another participant in event or state.

(Statement of affairs) Is a resulting event or state caused in event.

Is an event or state that necessarily accompanies another event.
GRND Path traversed by another participant in event.
(Ground)

2.2 An HPSG Primer

Natural languages generally consist of two components. First, the utterances that can be
used by human. Second, the linguistic rules that license those utterances. For example,
in English, He writes books, writes books, writes - all are valid utterances. However,
Writes he books, writes he, rwite are not valid, since the rules do not license them.
HPSG is a mathematical theory for natural languages that formally captures these two
core linguistic components. Utterances are modeled using a mathematical object Sign,
which is a formal representations of words, phrases as well as sentences. Rules are cap-
tured using another mathematical object Construct, which is a formal representations
of grammar rules or schema that are used to license signs. Both sign and construct are
described using feature structure - a collection of features of corresponding linguistic
objects along with their values.
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1. L:= {eat, eats, ... , rice, Jo, ... , I, you, he, ... };

2. V = {S, YP, NP, Y, N, P};

3. 5 = Start symbol;

4. p= {

• S--->NPVP

• VP ---> VNP

• VP ---> V

• NP ---> N

• NP ---> P

• V ---7 eat, eats, ...

• N ---+ rice, Jo, ...

• P ----t I, you, he, ...

}

Figure 2.1: CFG for a small fragment of English

21

To understand the motivation of HPSG we need to start from its predecessor Context
Free Grammar (CFG). A Context Free Grammar G is a 4-tuple G = (L:, V, 5, P) where,

I. L: is a finite, non-empty set of terminals, the alphabet;

2. V is a finite, non-empty set of non-terminals;

3. 5 E Vis the start symbol;

4. P is a finite set of production rules, each of the form A ---> a, where A E V and
a E (VU L:)'

For example, let we have CFG in Figure 2.1 for very small fragment of English.
Using this CFG, the sentence I eat rice can be analyzed by the derivation in Figure 2.2.
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S
~

NP VP
I ~
I V .NP

I I
eat N

I
rice

Figure 2.2: A parsetree of I eat rice

S
~

NP VP
I ~
I V NP

I I
*eats N

I
rice

Figure 2.3: A paJ'setree of I *eats rice

22

However, there are problems with CFG. The above definition also generates the sen-
tence I eats rice as in Figure 2.3. Second derivation is grammatically wrong. We do not
capture the accurate agreement information with the grammar G. Basic problem with
CFG is that its terminals are non-informative. This leads to Head-driven Phrase Struc-
ture Grammar (HPSG), a constraint-based lexicalist formalism of natural language. In
HPSG our grammar fragment will look like the grammar is Figure 2.4.

Now, we put the agreement information inside the. terminals. We do not handle
the transitivity here. HPSG does not license the second derivation, since it violates the
constraint in the first phrase structure rulc - agreement of the noun phrase and agreement
of the subject of the verb phrase must match. Here, a technique, called structure-
sharing is used. There are two boxed-one in the phrase structure rule of HPSG fragment
in Figure 2.4. It means that the value of these two agreements share the same value. We
call the information-bearing terminals as lexical sign and non-terminals as phrasal sign,
E as lexicon, phrase structure rules as constructs and the matrix associated with each
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1. L: = { co"

HEAD verb

SUB]

VAL

[ [
NUM sg ]]

AGR PERS 3rd

([NP])

, [I ] ,... };
HEAD noun

[

NUM Sg]
AGR

PERS 1st

2. V = {S, VP, NP, V, N, P};

3. S = Start symbol;

4. p= {

• S -> NP [AGR m] VP [AGR m]
• VP -+ [HEAD verb]

• NP -+ [HEAD noun]

. :

}

Figure 2.4: HPSG for a small fragment of English

sign

PHON q,-phr

MORPH morph-obj
SYN syn-obj
SEM sem-obj
SYN syn-obj

[

CO"","CI ]

MTR sign
DTRS list(sign)

Figure 2.5: An HPSG Sign and construct

sign as attribute value matrix, according to HPSG terminology.

Grammatical objects of all kinds (including signs, case values, parts of speech, and
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constructions) are modeled as feature structures. I make the further assumption that
feature structures are either atoms (like pleural), acc(usative), +, etc.) or else functions
from features to feature structures. This is a simple, but powerful way of modeling
linguistic objects,

It is important to notice that although feature structures themselves are complete,
feature structure descriptions may be partial. Lexical entries will be formulated as par-
tial feature structure descriptions (typically being true of many feature structures), as
will grammatical constructions of all kinds. Yet undcrlying all our concerns will be
the set of feature structures that are specified by the theory we present. An HPSG
must neither overgenerate (by delimiting a set of featu,re structures that includes some
that do not model expressions of the target language), nor undergenerate (by failing to
provide descriptions of some feature structures that do model expressions of the target
language). Our feature structures have one more property that is not part of the basic
theory of functions, as standardly presented we assume that feature structures are orga-
nized in terms of a theory of linguistic types. A type is associated with a set of feature
structures that havc certain stated properties in common. Onc benefit derived from as-
signing feature structures to types is that we can thereby better organize the properties
that classes of grammatical objects have and simplify their description in the process.
Intuitively, certain grammatical fearure specifications are appropriate only for certain
kinds of grammatical objects. This intuition is given formal expression in terms of the
types that particular feature structures instantiate. Each feature structure instantiates a
particular maximal (most specific) type. This type assignment, together with the general
structure of the space of types, determines that the feature structure in question spec-
ifies values for a particular set of features and that each features value is a particular
kind of feature structure (possibly, a function of a particular type; possibly an atom, e.g.
nominative or +).

Here, we face the problem of selecting appropriate attributes for a particular lan-
guage. Attributes are selected by linguistic motivation as well as language independent
requirements. A linguistic object can be captured at multiple layers. For example, a sign
have attributes that can be phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic
and so on. Well-established representation of signs captures these different aspects of a
linguistic object using an attribute value matrix. To capture these features, the descrip-
tion of a typical HPSG sign looks like Figure 2.5. To capture grammatical rules, the
feature structure of a construct has a mother (MTR) feature and a daughters (DTRS)
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feature-structure

pos
/ .

verb
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cause-fr

noun
.........
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to-be-split-fr
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function

sc-Ixm

sr-Ixm

cat

sign syn-obj . ext sem-objr----...... ~
",,~_".t ;S~,
Iexeme deriv-crt

/

Figure 2.6: A Standard SBCG type hierarchy

feature. The value of the MTR is a sign and the value of the DTRS is a nonempty list of
signs. the description of a typical HPSG construct looks like Figure 2.5. The features
and their values are modeled using feature structure. They are organized into a type
hierarchy which forms the grammar core.

As stated before, HPSG modeling of any language starts from building a very de-
tailed type hierarchy which is both linguistically motivated as well as captures the lan-
guage independent constraints. From this type hierarchy we can construct the corre-
sponding attribute value matrix for linguistic signs. In this thesis, we use the ideas of
Sign-Based Construction Grammar (SBCG) which is "an attempt to adapt ideas devel-
oped over a twenty year period of research in Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(HPSG) to the analysis of constructional phenomena of the sort studied in the tradi-
tion of Berkeley Construction Grammar (BCG)" [27]. A Standard SBCG type hier-
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archy is given in Figure 2.6. From the type hierarchy we know that evcry linguistic
object can be modeled using feature-structure. There are two types of Feature struc-
ture. Atoms are simple feature structures, which indicate the terminal value of various
linguistic attributes. Functions are complex feature structure, which are expressed us-

ing attribute value matrix and can contain other feature structures as their feature val-
ues. Sign and cxt(construct) both are feature-structure. The attribute of signs are also
feature-structure; phon-obj, syn-obj, sem-obj, etc. Frames are semantic representation
of events which can be classified according to [27]. There are two types of construc-
tions; phr-cxt(phrasal) and lex-cxt(lexical). There are also two types of sign; lex-sign
and expression. For the detail description of type hierarchy of HPSG, see [27]. We
demonstrate a typical attribute value matrix for the English verb write in the Figure 2.7,
according to [27].

If we look closely, we see that the paper [27] does not provide an in-depth discus-
sion of the first two sign-level features, e.g., PHON and FORM. The value of FORM

feature should capture the morphological constituents. which are phonologically real-
ized in the PHON feature. FORM contains lexical formatives and affixes. Next, the
ARG-ST is a list feature that encodes the combinatoric potential of a lexical sign. This
maintains a rank-based representation of list elements which indicates their grammati-
cal functions, constrains the placement of anaphora and has other purpose. The SYN
feature express the syntactic constraints of sign. Among its sub-features CAT describes
the complex grammatical category associated with the sign. For verbs, it captures the
morphosyntactic category of verb form through VF and describes whether the verb is
an AUX(iliary).

XARG is the argument of an argument-taking expression outside the phrase it projects.
For example, in English the external argument of a clause is its subject. In Arabic sub-
jects are phrase level constituent. So, we do not use this feature. MRKG and SELECT

expression select what it can modify or combine with as a marker and they are not
subjects of our concern.

We need an analysis of SEM feature for present purpose. INDEX individuate the
referent of an expression essentially a variable assigned to an individual (NP) or a situ-
ation (VP). FRAMES specify the predications that together determine the meaning of a

sign. This picture an elementary scene in which certain roles are specified and particu-
lar participants are assigned to them. For example, in an eating frame the participants
are an actor, who does the eating, and the food, which gets eaten. In the representation
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ACTOR I.
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Figure 2.7: SBCG Sign for the English verb "write"

frames in the form of feature structures, each role is denoted by a feature and the corre-
sponding participant by an index. In the case of most (if not all) verbs, an event index
will be encoded as a SIT(uation) feature, whose value is a situational index, and there
will often be an ACTOR feature, whose value is an individual index. It is important to
understand that SBCG is in fact compatible with most approaches to semantic analysis.

2.3 Morphology in Arabic

Classical Arabic exhibits an extremely rich morphology [13-18]. Both concatena-
tive and nonconcatenative operations take place in the formation of an Arabic word.
Inflection is made by concatenative operations whereas derivation is made by non-
concatenative operations.

Arabic word formation is an excellent example of root-pattern morphology. A com-
bination of root letters are plugged in a variety of morphological patterns with priory
fixed letters and particular vowel melody that gives rise to corresponding syntactic and
semantic phenomena. However, verb formation in this manner is not strictly productive.
Of the major ten templates, normally only two are three are extant for a given root, and
often their meanings are idiosyncratic. Our discussion does not intend to be complete,
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but rather to give an overview of how the s)!stem works. To feel the richness of Arabic
morphological patterns, which we call "measure" in this thesis, following example is
given. Here, the root letters k, t, b bearing a concept of writing, is plugged in various

measures to get a myriad of syntactic and semantic phenomena. The measures with a
particular semantic paradigm are called FORM. Arabic has many forms. Among them,

ten forms are used regularly. The root letters '-' (u (.<l (k, t, b) can be plugged in
among nine of them.

l. Form I (Transitive): ~ (kataba) - He wrote.

2. Form II (Causative): -;:.;( (kattaba) - He caused to write.

3. Form III (Ditransitive): -.;..7~(kaataba) - He corresponded.

4. Form IV (Factitive): ~\ (aktaba) - He dictated.

5. Form V (Reflexive): ~ (takattaba) - It was written on its own.

6. Form VI (Reciprocity): -.;..7~ (takaataba) - They wrote to each other.

7. Form VII (Submissive): -:.:5::;1 (inkataba) - He was subscribed.

8. Form VIII (Reciprocity): ~J (iktataba) - They wrote to each other.

9. Form X (Control): ~J (istaktaba) - He asked to write.

The above example illustrates the derivational paradigm of Arabic word. However,
there is also an inflectional paradigm, which is governed by the agreement information.
Every entry of the Table 2.2, can take twelve inflectional form according to there num-
ber, gender and person. For imperfect form, there are three such inflectional paradigms.
Table 2.3 and 2.4 show the inflectional paradigm for active perfect and passive perfect
entry of form I.
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Table 2.2: Derivational Paradigm of root ktb
FORM I FORMH FORM III FORM ...

..;3 ,...
..;J~Active perfect ..:,3' ..., ., ,

Passive perfect ~ ..:,3' ~y ...
Active imperfect ...; ~~ ~ ~~ ...
Passive imperfect ~ ~ ~~ ...
Active imperative ~i .)( ~~ ...
Passive imperative --A ~ 'Kj~ - ...

Verbal noun ~t:r . ~.!;s:::i 9~ ...
Active participle ~~ ~ ~~' - ...
Passive participle y~ ~ ~;;~' - ~ ...

. .. .. . . .. . .. . ..

Figure 2.8: Derivational Paradigm of root ktb

prefix --->

(future particle)

(Writing concept)
root

sa-yaktubu-hu
measure

(3rdlsg/masclindlperfl act/form-I)

+- suffix
(it-attached pronoun)

An Arabic word can encode a complete sentence. For example, ; :~(: - (sayak-
tubuhu) - He will write it. We can break the word in the following component.

From the Figure 2.8, we can conclude that an Arabic word has four components.

I. Prefix: sa - the particle indicating future

2. Suffix: hu - the object pronoun attached as a eli tic

3. Root: k, t, b - the root letters bearing the concept of writing
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Table 2.3: Inflectional Paradigm of Form I-Active-Perfect
Ind/Sub/Juss Singular Dual Plural
3rdlMasc. -;..;( t;:S' ~
3rdlFem. -:.$ l:.3 0$'- -
2nd/Masc. ~ ~ p- - - - - -
2ndlFem. 4 \;~!'( J;s-

1" ~ G:5'- . -

Table 2.4: Inflectional Paradigm of Form I-Passive-Perfect
Ind/Sub/Juss Singular Dual Plural
3rd/Masc. -:-;( l;;l ~,

l:.i.:S- ¥3rdlFem. q
,

\;~!:( f!.2nd/Masc. 0.P .., , ' :;;>2nd/Fern. ~ ~. ..
, ' . '1" 0.P - lsJ

30

4. Measure: ya __ u_u - bearing the syntactic and semantic information of the event

It may be possible to concatcnate multi pIc prefixes and suffixes. However, there
must be a single measure and single set of root letters, where the measure packages
syntactic and semantic features and root supplies the core concept. If we plug in another

set of root letters, for example, -! '<J" ,.) (n, S, r) which bears the concept of helping,

we get oJ 'G'! . (sayanSuruhu) - He will help him.

Depending on this analysis, we can give the following model of an Arabic word [36].

A Root-Derived Arabic word = Prefix +Measure(Root) + Suffix

There are syntactic and semantic features, which governs the derivational and inflec-
tional paradigms for Arabic roots. With a linguistic investigation, we list some features
that we use in this thesis. Attributes in the Table 2.5, govern the derivational and inflec-
tional paradigm for an Arabic root respectively.
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Table 2.5: Attributes Governing Morphological Paradigm
Attribute Values

ROOT-TYPE sound, weak, hamzated, geminate, ...
Attributes POS noun, verb, particle
governing FORM I, II, III, IV, ...
derivational VOICE active, passive
paradigm VFORM perfect, imperfect, imperative

MOOD indicative, subjunctive, jussive
Attributes PERSON 1st, 2nd, 3rd
governing NUMBER singular, dual, plural
inftectional GENDER masculine, feminine
paradigm CASE nominative, accusative, genitive

DEFINITENESS definite, indefinite
POLARITY affirmative, negative

The attribute ROOT-TYPE indicates the characteristics of the constituent root let-
ters of an Arabic word. For example, sound root contains only consonants excluding
hamza. ROOT-TYPE drives the stem measures. The attribute POS gives the parts-of-
speech tag of an Arabic word. Arabic has three types of POS; noun, verb and particle.
There are different stem measures for nouns and verbs. Arabic exhibits the character-
istics of having several derived forms of a single verb root with syntactic or semantic
increases. They are represented by the attribute FORM and have their corresponding
derivational paradigm with exclusive stem measures. There are around fifteen such
forms among which ten of them are in cornman use. Finally within a single form,
derivational paradigms exist according to the dimension of VOICE and VFORM. There
are two types of VOICE in arabic; active and passive. There are three types of verb form
in Arabic; perfect - indicates that the event has been completed, imperfect - indicates
that the event has not yet been completed, and imperative - indicates that the event is a
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command.

There are also attributes which governs the inflectional paradigm of an Arabic stem,
settled by its corresponding attributes governing derivational paradigm. The attribute
MOOD governs the diacritic of a verbs last character. There are three types of MOOD in
Arabic; indicative, subjunctive andjussive. For nouns, this attribute is called as CASE.
There are three types of CASE in Arabic; nominative, accusative and genitive. There
are three semantic attributes which also govern a very regular inflectional paradigm of
Arabic verbs; PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER. Unlike many other languages, these
information is morphologically embedded in the Arabic verbs.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have highlighted several topics including basic linguistic comprising
morphology, syntax and semantics. We have explained the related linguistic terms.
Moreover, we have also given an overview of HPSG and Arabic verbal morphology.
These will help us to understand the rest of the thesis.
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Chapter 3

An HPSG analysis of Arabic

Arabic verbs are grammatically complex object containing a myriad of linguistic infor-
mation. HPSG modeling of such verbs.is challenging and touches a broad range of topic
in Arabic grammar. We could not use the de-facto tools for building resource grammars
in HPSG such as LKB (Linguistic Knowledge Builder) due to their limitations in ad-
dressing the complex morphological operation such as infixation, stem alternation, etc,
found in the nonconcatenative templatic morphology [2]. However, for our purpose,
we present our analysis using the theoretically sound framework of HPSG. In the Sec-
tion 3.1 we give our HPSG model for Arabic verbs. Section 3.2 gives an introduction of
verbs in peifect form, Section 3.3 gives an introduction of verbs in impeifect form and
Section 3.4 gives an introduction of verbs in imperative form.

3.1 Modeling of Arabic Verb

We propose the sign of Figure 3.1, to capture the attribute value matrix of a typical
Arabic verb. We do not discuss PHON and CNTXT as they are out of our scope. Also
the SEM feature has not changed from [27]. We have modified the SYN feature. We
retain the verb form VF as VFORM but with a different value set where the possible
values are perfect, imperfect and imperative. We eliminate the AUX feature since there
are only two verbs that can act as auxiliary in Arabic. They should be taken care of in the
construct. A newly introduced feature is VOICE with two possible values in its value
set; active and passive. Arabic exhibit lexical passives. So, there are separate verb-stem
for active and passive. Another newly introduced feature is MOOD that captures the

33
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PHON phon-phr
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ROOT
[

roOIOIYP' ]
CHARS list(characters)

FRAM ES list(frame)

MORPH

MEASURE
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TYPE
FORM

CAT
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PATTERN list(characters)

POS verb
SYN CAT ill VFORM ~orm

VOICE voice

MOOD mood

VAL list(sign)

[

"",-obi ]

SEM :~MES~~~;ame)
CNTXT context

Figure 3.1: HPSG Sign for an Arabic verb

case-marking for verbs. Case-marking is expressed by the diacritic of the last letter in
Arabic. There are three possible values for MOOD; indicative, subjunctive and jussive

We define the feamre for morph-obj as MORPH, which captures the nonconcate-
native templatic morphology. This introduces several new features. First, the ROOT
feature which consists of two feature; CHARS and FRAMES. CHARS is the list of root
letters. FRAMES is the list of predicates contributed to the semantic content. Next, the
feature MEASURE which consists of five features: TYPE, FORM, PATTERN, CAT and
PNG. Arabic roots are classified among several root classes according to their deriva-
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feature-structure
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lex-sign expression
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Figure 3.2: A partially modified HPSG type hierarchy for Arabic

tiona! and inftectional paradigm. The feature TYPE captures the corresponding root
class. In this thesis, we only deal with the sound root class, where all of the the root
letters are strong consonants. The feature FORM indicates one of the derived form of
a base verb with corresponding semantic- increase. The feature PATTERN contains a
list of character capturing the morphological template where the root letters are embed-
ded and co-indexed with the characters of CHARS feature. The feature CAT indicates
the syntactic VFORM, VOICE and MOOD of the morphological measure. Its value is
structure-shared with the syntactic CAT feature. Finally the PNG feature captures the
PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER of the morphological measure which must agree
with the PNG of the reference frame in FRAMES. Depending on the above discussion
we now propose the partial Type Hierarchy for Arabic. In the Figure 3.2, we give the
core HPSG hierarchy of feature structure.
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Now, we give an illustrative example of lexical entries for a sample Arabic verb

according to our formalism. We take the Arabic tri-lateral root y 'u (.;)(k, t, b) for
this purpose.

3.2 Perfect Form

In peifect verb form the "rooty 'u (.;)(k, t, b) gives the Arabic verb -;3(kataba) _
He wrote. We give the corresponding attribute value matrix in Figure 3.3.

The AVM of the form-I base entry for Arabic root u 'u (.;)(k, t, b) is illustrated
in Figure 3.3. Among the morphologically associated features of MORPH, first comes
the feature ROOT. This feature contains the list CHARS of root letters k, t, b as well
as the CONTENT feature that gives the semantic contribution made by CHARS. In this
example, the value of CONTENT is structure-shared with the predicate write-fr in the
FRAMES feature. This indicates, the core meaning that the root letters contribute is
somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next comes the feature MEASURE,
which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic information contributed by
the templatic measures. First, the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class.
This feature is determined by the root letters in CHARS and affects their corresponding
available MEASUREs. Not every MEASURE is available to every root class. In our
case, its value is sound denoting that all root letters are strong consonants. Next, the
feature FORM, which denotes the specific derivational paradigm of corresponding root.
Here, kataba - is a FORM-I derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN, which captures the
stem of the lexeme along with the root letters of CHARS using structure sharing. Here,
its value is _a_ a_ a. The blanks inside the measure indicate the placeholder for corre-
sponding root characters. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category
for this measure. Its value is structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally,
the feature PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information
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Figure 3.3: HPSG Sign for kataba

of our semantic agent in the case where it is not syntactically realized. In this case, its
value is 3rdlSingular/Masculine.

We present the syntactic and semantic information using the SYN and SEM feature,
for the word - kataba. First, the CAT features identifies the syntactic category of _
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kataba. It contains the VFORM and VOICE feature of Arabic, which governs the
derivational paradigm of verb lexeme. In this case their values are perfect and active
respectively. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs.
VAL is a list of signs, which are required by the syntactic head. In this case, the verb
- kataba, requires an object. The verb - write is a transitive verb that takes an object.
We should note that the hidden pronoun. he is encoded by the inflectional morphology,
when no explicit subject is used. The semantic actor is not realized syntactically. So, the
verb only subcategorizes for syntactic object. We can also see the constraints imposed
over the object. In this version, its syntactic head should be a noun phrase with the value
of its CASE feature set to accusative. The negative value of the OPT feature indicates
that this object is not optional, rather required to be syntactically correct.

Next, we need to consider some semantic features. Here, we use a type feature ver-
sion of predicate logic to capture semantics of natural language. First, we consider the
INDEX feature, which is a reference to a discourse entity. Then, the PNG feature, which
capture the semantics of PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER. Next, the FRAMES fea-
ture, which serves as a bag for elementary predicates to describe the situation at hand.
For example, in the case of kataba, the event of writing is expressed. The event is
completed in the past and there is a discourse referent to the actor. To capture the core
event, write-fr is introduced. To capture the temporal constraint, we use the perf-fro
Finally, to express the actor of the event, the hidden pronoun, we introduce a discourse
referent with corresponding PNG feature. Predicates have their respective arguments.
write-fr has a situation hook, expressed by the feature SIT. There are two semantic role
associated with this predicate. First, we consider the role of writer, who plays a doer
role, expressed by the feature ACTOR. Second, we consider the role of written, who
plays an undergoer role, expressed by the feature UNDGR. The perf-fr takes a situation
hook as an argument, which is expressed as the feature ARG. We use the technique of
co-indexing for sharing semantic objects. The discourse referent predicate is actually
the actor of the write-fro To denote this constraint, the INDEX value of hidden pronoun
and the ACTOR value of the write-predicate are co-indexed, both are given the value
i. This is an example of reference co-indexing. We also use event co-indexing. The
event hook SIT of write-fr, situation hook of the entire scenario and argument ARG of
the perf-fr, all are co-indexed and expressed using the value S. Another important issue
of HPSG representation is the syntax-semantics interface. In this example, this is done
by co-indexing the INDEX value of the syntactic object and the UNDGR value of the
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write-Ir with a value j. This indicates that the syntactic object is our semantic undcr-
goer whereas from our previous discussion we can note that the semantic actor is not
syntactically realized.

3.3 Imperfect Form

In imperfect verb form the root k, t, b gives the Arabic verb -;. ~~ (yaktubu) _ He
writes or will write. We give the corresponding attribute value matrix in Figure 3.4.

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 3.4. First,
the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next,
the feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, t, b as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the write-Jr in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which
the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,
the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of yaktubu as a FORM-I derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures the
stem measure ya __ u_ u. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category
for this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature
PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our sc-
mantic actor whose value is 3rdlSingular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - yaktubu. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern

the derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values imperfect and active respec-
tively. A new feature MOOD is also introduced which is available in imperfect form.
The value of MOOD is set to indicative. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the
subcategorization of verbs. As a transitive verb it requires an object. We should also
note that the hidden pronoun, he is encoded by the inflectional morphology, when no
explicit subject is used. The semantic actor is not realized syntactically. So, the verb
only subcategorizes for syntactic object. The object's syntactic head should be a noun
phrase with the value of its CASE feature set to accusative. The negative value of the
OPT feature indicates that this object is not optional, rather required to be syntactically
correct.
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Figure 3.4: HPSG Sign for yaktubu

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of yaktubu, the event
of writing is expressed. The event has not yet been completed and there is' a discourse
referent to the actor. To capture the core event, wrlte-fr is introduced. To capture the
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temporal constraint, we use the imperf-fr. Finally, to express the actor of the event,
the hidden pronoun, we introduce a discourse referent with corresponding PNG fea-
ture. The imperf-fr takes the situation hook s of the write-fr as an argument, which
is expressed as the feature ARG. The INDEX value of discourse referent and the AC-
TOR value of the write-fr are co-indexed, both are given the value i. We express the
syntax-semantic interface by co-indexing the INDEX value of the syntactic object and
the UNDGR value of the write-fr with a value j. This indicates that the syntactic object
is our semantic undergoer whereas from our previous discussion we can note that the
semantic actor is not syntactically realized.

3.4 Imperative Form

In imperative verb form the root k, t, b gives the Arabic verb ..,.lsi (uktub) - Write!.
We give the corresponding attribute value matrix in Figure 3.5.

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 3.5. First,
the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next,
the feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, t, b as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the write-fr in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which
the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,

the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of uktub as a FORM-I derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures the
stem measure u__u_. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category for
this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature PNG,
which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our semantic
actor whose value is 2nd/Singular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identities
the syntactic category of - uktub. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern the
derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values imperative and active respectively.
The feature MOOD is also introduced which is also available in imperfect form. The
value of MOOD is set to jussive. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcatego-
rization of verbs. As a transitive verb it requires an object. We should also note that the
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Figure 3.5: HPSG Sign for uktub

hidden pronoun, he is encoded by the inftectional morphology; when no explicit subject
is used. The semantic actor is not realized syntactically. So, the verb only subcate-
gorizes for syntactic object. The object's syntactic head should be a noun phrase with
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the value of its CASE feature set to accusative. The negative value of the OPT feature
indicates that this object is not optional, rather required to be syntactically correct.

The SEM feature captures semantic informatioh. In the case of uktub, the event of
writing is expressed. The event is a command and there is a discourse referent to the
actor. To capture the core event, writejr is introduced. To capture the modal constraint,
we use the imp-fro Finally, to express the actor of the event, the hidden pronoun, we
introduce a discourse referent with corresponding PNG feature. The imp-fr takes the
situation hook s of the write-fr as an argument, which is expressed as the feature ARG.

The INDEX value of discourse referent and the ACTOR value of the write-fr are co-
indexed, both are given the value i. We express the syntax-semantic interface by co-
indexing the INDEX value of the syntactic object and the UNDGR value of the writejr
with a value j. This indicates that the syntactic object is our semantic undergoer whereas
from our previous discussion we can note that the semantic actor is not syntactically
realized.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have given an HPSG analysis for Arabic verb as well as presented a
generic model for them. We have also explained our model in case of three Arabic verb
form including peifect, impeifect and imperative in form 1. However, they can also be
extended to other forms.



Chapter 4

Agency in Arabic

The analysis of agency has always enjoyed deep investigations from linguistics. Agency
express the characters associated with the situation and their orientation. In this chapter,
we discuss three type of Arabic agency. In the Section 4.1 we explain HPSG construc-
tion of Arabic passive. In the Section 4.2 we explain HPSG construction of Arabic
causative. In the Section 4.3 we explain HPSG construction of Arabic reflexive.

4.1 Arabic Passive
,

We give here, the attribute value matrix (AVM) for the passive form -;..? (kutiba) _ II

was written in perfeci form and ..; '~ (yuktabu) - It is written or will be written for the

Arabic verb ~ (kataba) - He wrole and ~ (yaktubu) - He wriles or will wrile.

4.1.1 Passive Perfect

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.1. First, the
feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next, the
feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, I, b as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the wrile-fr in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which
the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,
the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic

44
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Figure 4.1: HPSG Sign for kutiba

paradigm of kutiba as a FORM-I derivative. Next, the feature PATrERN captures the
stem measure _u_i_a. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category for
this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature PNG,
which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our semantic
undergoer whose value is 3rdlSingular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - kutiba. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern the
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derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values peifect and passive respectively.
Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs. Unlike English,
which can have a prepositional complement in passives, Arabic passives do not subcat-
egorize for a subject or any other argument. For this reason, the VAL list is empty. We
should also note that the hidden pronoun, it is encoded by the inflectional morphology,
when no explicit subject is used. The semantic actor is not realized syntactically.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of kutiba, the event of
writing is expressed. The event has been completed and there is a discourse referent to
the undergoer. To capture the core event, write-fr is introduced. To capture the temporal
constraint, we use the peif-fr. Finally, to express the undergoer of the event, the hidden
pronoun, we introduce a discourse referent with corresponding PNG feature. The peif-
fr takes the situation hook s of the write-fr as an argument, which is expressed as the
feature ARG. discourse referent in the feature FRAMES is now co-indexed with the
UNDGR feature of the write-fr, expressed by the value j. Semantic actor i is now
completely unknown by not having any syntactic or semantic reference, which is a
distinctive property of Arabic passive.

4.1.2 Passive Imperfect

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.2. First, the
feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next, the
feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, t, b as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the write-fr in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which
the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,
the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of yuktabu as a FORM-I derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures the
stem measure yu __ a_u. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category
for this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature
PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our se-
mantic undergoer whose value is 3rdlSingular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - yuktabu. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern
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Figure 4.2: HPSG Sign for yuktabu

the derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values impeifect and passive respec-
tively. The MOOD feature is also introduced which is available in impeifect form, The
value of MOOD is set to indicative. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the sub-
categorization of verbs. Unlike English, which can have a prepositional complement in
passives, Arabic passives do not subcategorize for a subject or any other argument. For
this reason, the VAL list is empty. We should also note that the hidden pronoun, it is
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encoded by the inflectional morphology, when no explicit subject is used. The semantic
actor is not realized syntactically.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of yuktabu, the event
of writing is expressed. The event has not yet been completed and there is a discourse
referent to the undergoer. To capture the core event, write-fr is introduced. To capture
the temporal constraint, we use the imperf-fr. Finally, to express the undergoer of the
event, the hidden pronoun, we introduce a discourse referent with corresponding PNG
feature. The imperf-fr takes the situation hook s of the write-fr as an argument, which
is expressed as the feature ARG. discourse referent in the feature FRAMES is now co-
indexed with the UNDGR feature of the write-fr, expressed by the value j. Semantic
actor i is now completely unknown by not having any syntactic or semantic reference.

4.1.3 Passive Imperative

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.3. First, the
feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next, the
feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, t, b as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the write-fr in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which
the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,
the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of lituktab as a FORM-I derivative. Next, the feature PAITERN captures the
stem measure litu __ a_. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category
for this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature
PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our se-
mantic undergoer whose value is 2nd/Singular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - lituktab. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern the
derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values imperative and passive respec-
tively. The MOOD feature is also introduced which is available in imperative form.
The value of MOOD is set to jussive. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the sub-
categorization of verbs. Unlike English, which can have a prepositional complement in
passives, Arabic passives do not subcategorize for a subject or any other argument. For
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Figure 4.3: HPSG Sign for lituktab

this reason, the VAL list is empty. We should also note that the hidden pronoun, it is
encoded by the inflectional morphology, when no explicit subject is used. The semantic
actor is not realized syntactically.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of lituktab, the event
of writing is expressed. The event expresses a command and there is a discourse referent
to the undergoer. To capture the core event, write-fr is introduced. To capture the modal
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constraint, we use the imp-fr. Finally, to express the undergoer of the event, the hidden
pronoun, we introduce a discourse referent with corresponding PNG feature. The imp-
fr takes the situation hook s of the write-fr as an argument, which is expressed as the
feature ARG. discourse referent in the feature FRAMES is now co-indexed with the
UNDGR feature of the write-fr, expressed by the value j. Semantic actor i is now
completely unknown by not having any syntactic or semantic reference.

4.2 Arabic Causative

Causative construction is one of the highly investigated research area within the domain
of theoretical and computational linguistics. HPSG is used in successful analysis of

~ causative for several languages [22,23]. However, there. is no HPSG analysis for Ara-
bic causative. Arabic verb system exhibit several lexical causative. In this section, we
extend the HPSG framework to support Arabic causative along with its nonconcatena-
tive morphology. Arabic causatives come from multiple verb forms. Among them, we
discuss form II.

A range of verbs take causative meaning in form II. This is the most used form of
causative. We give a few examples in the following.

(4.1) -: .;'>'(kataba) - to write ... ..:)j(kattaba) - to make (someone) write

(4.2) J) Ifaraqa) - to split ... Jj Ifarraqa) - to make (something) split

(4.3) -f (3alima) - to learn -f (3allama) - to make (someone) learn

(4.4) 6 (balaga) - to reach 6 (ballaga) - to make (something) reach

(4.5) j..;j lfaDala) - to be superior ... jJJ lfaDDala) - to make (someone) be
supenor
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(4.6) ..J+lO(Tahara) - to be pure ... ~ (Tahhara) - to make (something) be pure

(4.7) Js-(kaCura) - to be numerous ... ):>(kaCCara) - to make (somethingj
numerous

51

Causatives can also have active and passive form, since causatives are always tran-
sitive. In the following two sections we give the HPSG construction for both of them.

4.2.1 Active Causative

Here we give the attribute value matrix (AVM) for the causative form ': .;( (kattaba)-

He caused (someone) to write for the Arabic verb ,:-;(kataba - He wrote.
We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.4. First,

the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next,
the feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, t, b as well as the CONTENT feature
. giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the write-Ir in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which
the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,
the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of kattaba as a FORM-II derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures the
stem measure .a .. a.a. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category
for this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature
PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our se-
mantic actor whose value is 3rd/Singular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - kattaba. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern
the derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values perfect and active respec-
tively. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs. Generally,
causative verbs subcategorizes for at least one argument, the causee, with another op-
tional complement which is the result of the cause. In this version we capture this by
specifying one compulsory and one optional argument in the VAL list. Unlike English,
Arabic causatives are realized lexically and they increase their requirement of syntac-
tic arguments. Here, the original transitive verb subcategorizes for single object and in
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Figure 4.4: HPSG Sign for kattaba

causative version it becomes doubly transitive. We should also note that the hidden pro-

noun, he is encoded by the inflectional morphology, when no explicit subject is used.
The semantic actor is not realized syntactically. So, the verb only subcategorizes for
syntactic objects. The syntactic head of the objects should be a noun phrase with the
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value of its CASE feature set to accusative.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of kattaba, the event
of writing as well as the event of causation is expressed .. The events have been com-
pleted and there is a discourse referent to the causer. In our analysis, the semantics of
causative construction introduces at least two predicates; first, the base predicate and
the complement predicate. In this case the base predicate is cause-fr and the comple-
ment or core event is write-fro This phenomenon is called morphologically complex
predicate [35]. To capture the temporal constraint, we use the perf-fr. This cause-fr is
a semantic increase of the FRAMES feature. The discourse referent in the ref-fr of the
feature FRAMES is co-indexed with the value of ACTOR feature of the cause-fr, both
are given the value i. This indicates that the causer is the actor of this situation, ex-
pressed by the value i. The UNDGR j of the cause-fr is co-indexed with the ACTOR of
. the write-fr which is the complement predicate. SOA-ARG feature in the cause-fr and
the event hook SIT of write-fr are co-indexed using the value Sf. This indicates that the
event of writing is the consequence or result of the event of causing. The perf-fr takes
the situation hook s of the cause-Ir as an argument, which is expressed as the feature
ARG. We express the syntax-semantic interface by co-indexing the INDEX of the first
syntactic object and the UNDGR value of the cause-fr with a value j. This indicates
that the first syntactic object is causee whereas we can note that the semantic actor is
not syntactically realized. We express another syntax-semantic interface by co-indexing
the INDEX of the second syntactic object and the UNDGR value of the write-fr with a
value k. This indicates that the second syntactic object is undergoer of the write-fro

4.2.2 Passive Causative
-,

Here we give the attribute value matrix (AVM) for the passive causative form 0
(kuttiba) - He was caused to write (by someone) for the Arabic verb "';.;(kataba _ He
wrote.

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.5. First,
the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next,
the feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, t, b as well as the CONTENT feature

giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the write-fr in the FRAMES feature. This indicates that the core meaning which

the root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of writing. Next,
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Figure 4.5: HPSG Sign for kuttiba

the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of kuttiba as a FORM-II derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures the
stem measure _u__i-a. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category
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for this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature
PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our se-
mantic undergoer whose value is 3rd/SingularlMasculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - kuttiba. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern

the derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values perfect and passive respec-
tively. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs. Unlike
English, which can have a prepositional complement in passives, Arabic passives do
not subcategorize for the previous subject. So, the passive of causative verbs does not
subcategorize for the syntactic argument expressing the causer. However, the previous
optional complement which is the result of the cause, still remains. Here, the passive of
original transitive verb subcategorizes for no object and in causative version it becomes
singly transitive. We should also note that the hidden pronoun, he is encoded by the
inftectional morphology, when no explicit subject is used. The semantic undergoer is
not realized syntactically. So, the verb only subcategorizes for syntactic object. The
syntactic head of the objects should be a noun phrase with the value of its CASE feature
set to accusative. In this version we capture this by specifying one optional argument in
the VAL list.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of kuttiba, the evcnt of
writing as well as the event of causation is expressed. The events have been completed
and there is a discourse referent to the causee. Here, the bases predicate is cause-fr
and the complement or core event is write-fro To capture the temporal constraint, we
use the perf-fro This cause-fr is a semantic increas!: of the FRAMES feature. The
discourse referent in the ref-fr of the feature FRAM):OSis co-indexed with the value
of UNDGR feature of the cause-fr, both are given th~ value j. This indicates that the
causee is the undergoer of this situation, expressed by,!he value j, The UNDGR j of the
cause-fr is also co-indexed with the ACTOR of the write-fr which is the complement
predicate. SOA-ARG f~ature in the cause-fr and the dvent hook SIT of write-fr are co-
indexed using the value 5'. This indicates that the even,t of writing is the consequence or
result of the event of causing. The p;rf-fr takes the Situation hook 5 of the cause-fr as
an argument, which is expressed as the feature ARG. We expre~s the syntax-semantic
interface by co-indexing the INDEX of the syntactic object and,the UNDGR value of
the write-fr with a value k. This indicates that the syntactic object is writee. Semantic.
causer i is now completely unknown by not having any syntactic or semantic reference,

. l
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which is a distinctive property of Arabic passive.

4.3 Arabic Reflexive

56

Like the previous fields, reflexive construction also draws attention of many researchers
in the field of theoretical linguistic. HPSG is used in successful analysis of reflexive for
several languages [28-30]. However, there is no HPSG analysis for Arabic passives.
Arabic verb system exhibit lexical passive. Arabic has a rich system for expressing
reflexive. When the discourse reference of ACTOR and UNDGR refer to the same entity
in the real world that is called reflexive construction. Arabic reflexives can also come
from multiple verb forms namely form V, VIII and others. They can also encompass
various semantic structure. In this section, we discuss three types of reflexives. First,
we discuss reflexive for action verbs whose undergoer refers to the actor. Next, we
discuss reflexive of causatives, where the causer and causee refer to the same entity.
Finally, we discuss the reflexive of other semantically complex predicates where the
situation semantics consists of multiple elementary predicates.

4.3.1 Action Reflexive

In this section, we discuss how an action verb can take a reflexive form. In the following,
we present a few example of action verbs with their reflexive counterpart. All of them
come from the form VIII.

(4.8) j.;.i (gasala) - to wash ... ~j (igtasala) - to wash oneself

(4.9) j.; (satam) - to cover ... Lj (istatam) - to cover oneself

(4.10) JJ (3aJala) - to remove ... Jj,.j(i3taJala) - to remove oneself

(4.11) '~(3aSama) - to preserve ... 'Fj(i3taSama) - to preserve oneself
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MORPH

ROOT

MEASURE

syn-obj

[

"I_WOI ]

CHARS ([]g, ~S, Clll)

CONTENT (Iill)

i_ tu_a_u-measure

TYPE sound
FORM VIII

PATTERN (i, [lJ, t, a, @J, a, [l), a)

CAT Ii]
PNG ffi]

SYN

SEM

[
"'b ]

CAT m YFORM pe~ect
VOiCE acttve

VAL ()

sem-obj

INDEX s

ref1r []

FRAMES / INDEX j [PERSON 3rd ] , Iill ;~h'fr s, [paf'fr ])
\ ACTOR 1 ARG s

PNG ffi] NUMBER sg .
UNDGR l

GENDER masc

Figure 4.6: HPSG Sign for igtasala

(4.12) jj (faraqa) - to split ... jj.;l (iftaraqa) - to split oneself

Here we give the attribute value matrix (AVM) for the reflexive form ~l
(igtasala) - He washed himself for the Arabic verb J..;i (gas ala) - He washed.

We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.6, where
TYPE takes its value sound. ROOT is the list of root letters g, s, I as well as the CON-

TENT gives the semantic contribution with the wash-fr in the FRAMES feature. This
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indicates that the core meaning which the root letters contribute are somehow associ-
ated with the concept of splitting. Next, the feature MEASURE, which contains the
morphological, syntactic and semantic information contributed by measure. First, the

feature FORM, which denotes the semantic paradigm of igtasala as a FORM-VIII
derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures the stem measure i_ta_a_a. Then,
the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic category for this measure, structure-
shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the feature PNG, which captures the
PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of our semantic actor whose value is
3rd/Sing ular/M asculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - igtasala. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern the
derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values pelfect and active respectively.
Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs. As a transitive
verb it requires an object. However the meaning of its object is absorbed in its verb
sense. The object express the entity which is washed. The reflexive sense place this
meaning inside its verb sense. We should also note that the hidden pronoun, he is en-
coded by the inflectional morphology, when no explicit subject is used. The semantic
actor is not realized syntactically. So, the verb does not subcategorize for neither syn-
tactic subject nor object and the VAL is empty.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of igtasala, the event
of washing is expressed. The event has been completed and there is a discourse referent
to the actor. To capture the core event, wash-fr is introduced. To capture the temporal
constraint, we use the pelf-fr. Finally, to express the actor of the event, the hidden
pronoun, we introduce a discourse referent with corresponding PNG feature. The pelf-
fr takes the situation hook s of the wash-fr as an argument, which is expressed as the
feature ARG. The INDEX value of discourse referent and the ACTOR value of the
wash-fr are co-indexed, both are given the value i. The key change is that we express
the reflexive sense by co-indexing the ACTOR value and the UNDGR value of the
wash-fr with the value i. This indicates that the semantic ACTOR is our semantic.
UNDGR whereas from our previous discussion we can note that the semantic actor is
not syntactically realized.
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In this section, we discuss how a causative verb can take a reflexive form. In the follow-
ing, we present a few example of causative verbs with their reflexive counterpart. All of
them come from the form V.

(4.13) .,); (Tahhara) - to make (someone) pure ... ~(taTahhara) - to make oneself
pure

(4.14) 'Ii. (3allama) - to make (someone) learn ... of (ta3allama) - to make oneself
learn

(4.15) jj lJarraqa) - to make (something) split ... jj7 (tafarraqa) - to make
oneself split

(4.16) Jl.j lJaDDala) - to make (someone) superior ... J t;; (tafaDDala) - to make
oneself superior

Here we give the attribute value matrix (AVM) forthe reflexive form ~ (taTahhaTa)

- He make himself pure for the Arabic verb.,); (Tahhara) - He make (someone) pure.
We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.7. First,

the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next,
the feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters T, h, r as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the to-he-pure-fr in the FRAMES feature. Here, the point to note is that our predi-
cate exhibits a patient oriented meaning. This indicates that the core meaning which the
root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of being pure. Next, the
feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic infor-
mation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of taTahhaTa as a FORM-V derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures
the stem measure ta_a __ a_a. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic cat-
egory for this me'asure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the
feature PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of
our semantic actor whose value is 3rd/Singular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies

the syntactic category of - taTahhaTa. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern
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MORPH

ROOT
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syn-obj

[

T",_root ]

CHARS (ITJT, Illh, [;Dr)
CONTENT (Iill)
ta_a __ a_a.-measure

TYPE sound

FORM V

PATTERN (t, a. ill, a, ~, rn, a, [], a)
CAT @]

PNG @J

SYN

verb

r:t1 VFORM perfectCAT LiI
VOICE active

VAL ()

sem-ob}

INDEX s

SEM

reJ-fr

INDEX

FRAMES (

PNG
[

PERSON 3rd]
lID NUMBER sg

GENDER masc

cllllse-fr

SIT s
ACTOR
UNDGR

SOA-ARG s'

[
to'b"PU"f'] [ ])pcrf-fr,!ill SIT s' ,

ARG s
UNDGR i

Figure 4.7: HPSG Sign for taTahhara

the derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values perfect and active respec-
tively. Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs. Generally,
causative verbs subcategorizes for at least one argument, the causee. However, in re-
flexive sense the causee is implicit in the verb sense which indicates same reference to
the causer and causee. There may be another optional complement which is the result
of the cause. The predicate to-be-pure-fr does not introduce any required object that
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needs to be syntactically realized. Here, the original intransitive verb subcategorizes
for no object and in the reflexive of its causative version it remains intransitive. In this
version we capture this by specifying an empty VAL list. We should also note that the
hidden pronoun, he is encoded by the inflectional morphology, when no explicit subject
is used. The semantic causer is not realized syntactically.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of taTahhara, the
event of being pure as well as the event of causation is expressed. The events have been
completed and there is a discourse referent to the causer. In this case the base predicate
is cause-fr and the complement or core event is to-be-pure-fr. To capture the temporal
constraint, we use the perf-fr. This cause-fr is a semantic increase of the FRAMES
feature. The discourse referent in the ref-fr of the feature FRAMES is co-indexed with
the value of ACTOR feature of the cause-fr, both are given the value i. This indicates
that the causer is the actor of this situation, expressed by the value i. The key change
is that we express the reflexive sense by co-indexing the ACTOR and the UNDGR of
the cause-fr with the value i. This indicates that the semantic ACTOR is our semantic
UNDGR. The UNDGR of the cause-fr is also co-indexed with the UNDGR of the to-
be-pure-fr which is the complement predicate using the value i. SOA-ARG feature in
the cause-fr and the event hook SIT of to-be-pure-fr are co-indexed using the value 8'.

This indicates that the event of being pure is the consequence or result of the event of
causing. The perf-fr takes the situation hook 8 of the cause-fr as an argument, which is
expressed as the feature ARG.
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MEASURE
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FORM V
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PNG
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SIT
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UNDGR
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Figure 4.8: HPSG Sign for takabbara

4.3.3 Reflexive for think-predicate

In this section, we discuss the reftexive of semantically complex predicates where the

situation semantics consists of multiple elementary predicates. We take an example of

j.(; (takabbara) - to think oneself great. Here, the form I verb is fr (kabura) - to be
great. Its form II verb is ft kabbara - to think (someone) great. Here, the think-
predicate is base predicate and to-be-great-predicate is complement predicate.
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We have all the three features associated with morphology in the Figure 4.8. First,
the feature TYPE, which denotes the associated root class, takes its value sound. Next,
the feature ROOT, which is the list of root letters k, b, r as well as the CONTENT feature
giving the semantic contribution made by root letters. Here, its value is structure-shared
with the to-be-great-fr in the FRAMES feature. Here, the point to note is that our predi-
cate exhibits a patient oriented meaning. This indicates that the core meaning which the
root letters contribute are somehow associated with the concept of being great. Next,
the feature MEASURE, which contains the morphological, syntactic and semantic in-
formation contributed by measure. First, the feature FORM, which denotes the semantic
paradigm of takabbara as a FORM- V derivative. Next, the feature PATTERN captures
the stem measure ta_a __ a_a. Then, the feature CAT, which contains the syntactic
category for this measure, structure-shared with the syntactic feature CAT. Finally, the
feature PNG, which captures the PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER information of
our semantic actor whose value is 3rdlSingular/Masculine.

The SYN feature captures syntactic information. First, the CAT features identifies
the syntactic category of - takabbara. Its VFORM and VOICE features which govern
the derivational paradigm of verb lexeme, take the values perfect and active respectively.
Next, the VAL feature, which captures the subcategorization of verbs. Generally, se-
mantically complex verbs with think-predicate subcategorize for at least one argument,
the thinkee. However, in reflexive sense the thinkee is implicit in the verb sense which
indicates same reference to the thinker and thinkee. There may be another optional com-

plement which is the topic of thinking. The predicate to-be-great-fr does not introduce
any required object that needs to be syntactically realized. Here, the original intransitive
verb subcategorizes for no object and in the reflexive of its causative version, it remains
intransitive. In this version we capture this by specifying an empty VAL list. We should
also note that the hidden pronoun, he is encoded by thc inflectional morphology, when
no explicit subject is used. The semantic causer is not realized syntactically.

The SEM feature captures semantic information. In the case of takabbara, the event
of being great as well as the event of thinking is expressed. The events have been
completed and there is a discourse referent to the thinker. In this case the base predicate
is think-fr and the complement or core event is to-be-great-fr. To capture the temporal
constraint, we use the perf-fro This think-fr is a semantic increase of the FRAMES
feature. The discourse referent in the ref-fr of the feature FRAMES is co-indexed with

the value of ACTOR feature of the think1r, both are given the value i. This indicates
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that the thinker is the actor of this situation, expressed by the value i. The key change
is that we express the reftexive sense by co-indexing the ACTOR and the UNDGR of
the thinkjr with the value i. This indicates that the semantic ACTOR is our semantic
UNDGR. The UNDGR of the think-fr is also co-indexed with the UNDGR of the to-
be-great-fr which is the complement predicate using the value i. SOA-ARG feature in
the thinkjr and the event hook SIT of to-be-greatjr are co-indexed using the value 8'.
This indicates that the event of being great is the topic of the event of thinking. The
pelf-fr takes the situation hook 8 of the think-fr as an argument, which is expressed as
the feature ARG.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have given an HPSG analysis for various derivational forms of Ara-
bic verb including passive, causative and reflexive. They exhibit a myriad of agency
features. They are also extendible to other morphologically complex predicates.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we give a pioneering proposal about how to capture nonconcatenative tem-
platic morphology, especially Arabic verb morphology within the framework of HPSG.
Our detailed contributions are given in the following list.

• We have identified the linguistically motivated types for Arabic as well as cus-
tomized the cross-linguistic features according to the requirement. They are ar-
ranged under an HPSG type hierarchy .

• Using the identified features, we have given a generic attribute value matrix for
an Arabic verb. This matrix gives the representation of a typical Arabic verb. The
contrast is explained with the AVM of a typical English verb presented in [27].

• We have constructed the MORPH feature so that it can capture the traits of non-
concatenative templatic morphology. MORPH is capable to model the regu-
lar concatenative morphology as well as nonconcatenative templatic morphology
found in Semitic languages. We have introduced the features ROOT and MEA-
SURE, which denote the root letter contributions as well as templatic effects re-
spectively .

• We have modified several syntactic and semantic features such as VFORM, VOICE,
MOOD, VAL etc. We have explained the variations among the verbs in perfect,
imperfect and imperative forms with concrete examples. Imperfect and impera-
tive form introduced new feature MOOD and in semantics, we distinguished their
effects using modifier frame.

65
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• We have covered three agentive aspects of Arabic morphology. Arabic can ex-
press passive, causative and reflexive constructions using templatic morphology.

• Passive construction deviates from their active counterpart in several ways. Among
them, most important is that the discourse referent now co-refer the event under-
goer instead of actor. Moreover, the event actor is completely unknown by not
having a syntactic argument. This is a special characteristic of Arabic passive .

• Causatives are expressed using the concept of Me? (morphologically complex
predicate). Two predicate have been used to capture the event semantics where
the cause-fr is used as the base predicate. Undergoer of cause-fr co-refer the cor-
responding role in complement predicate. This may also increase the requirement
of syntactic argument.

• We capture reflexives by the co-reference of actor and undergoer. We have also
covered the reflexive construction of morphologically complex predicates.

There is a massive amount of works to do in the future. To construct matrices from
the Table 2.2, which shows the derivational paradigm of Arabic roots, we need to cope
with a wide range of diversity that an Arabic verb can take.

• In this thesis, we have dealt with the verbs those generate from sound root class.
There are many different kinds of root class, which need to be addressed including
weak and four-letter roots. Ongoing works are in place to classify the root classes
and their corresponding attribute value matrices.

• A complete treatment of Arabic syntactic valancy is necessary to construct the
appropriate type hierarchy. Arabic shows the unusual phenomenon of dependent
valancy. Future work should give its syntactic analysis in detail.

• Arabic exhibits various type of MCP. We have treated causative and estimative
in some detail. Semantic composition, regularities of predications among various
roots, distribution of complex predicates among multiple forms, lexical rule treat-
ment of semantic templates, are some of the issues need to be deeply analyzed.

• We need to develop a detailed treatment of lexical rules to cope up with the nu-
merous derived and inflected forms that can be generated from a single tri-lateral
root. Avoidance of unnecessary generation is a big issue in this respect.
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• We need to extend the formalism to capture the root-derived Arabic nominal sys-
tem for a complete development of Arabic computational lexicon. Arabic nouns
also exhibit moderately regular morphological system. However, presence of
anomalies are higher in nominal system requiring special treatment.

• A completely different direction, which is related to our works is the develop-
ment of Arabic phrasal constructs. Which is well worth due to their uniqueness
inherited from the Semitic origin as well as for the development of a full-fledged
computational resource grammar for Arabic.

However, these are not the only directions. New direction can be spawned from other
dimensions also. Results will be immensely helpful for the construction of resource
grammar for other languages with rich nonconcatenative morphology.



Appendix

In the Table 5.1, we give the romanized transliteration of Arabic alphabet.

Table 5.1: Transliteration Table of Arabic Alphabet
Arabic Letter Transliteration Arabic Letter Transliteration

I a Jo Z

y b t 3
u t t g
• c ....; f'-'
C. J LJ q

C H ..J k

C kh J I
~ d r m
; z 0 n

,
.J r -,I w

j J 0 h

V"' s <.,? y

..; sh J> D

L!" S 1, T,
jI a a, ,

<.,?\ i I u,
,-,I u j 1
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